
Rhythmic Assessment
Does Not Meet Partially Meets Meets Exceeds

Rhythms Student performs 
the rhythmic 
assessment with 
less than an 85% 
accuracy

Student performs the 
rhythmic assessment 
with an accuracy of 
85% 

Student performs 
the rhythmic 
assessment with an 
accuracy of at least 
95%

Student performs the 
rhythmic assessment 
with an accuracy of 
100%

Tempo The tempo varies 
throughout the 
piece 

The tempo varies in a 
few places 

Student maintains a 
steady tempo for the 
majority of the time

Student maintains a 
steady tempo 
throughout the piece

Counting Student does not 
count rhythms 
correctly 

Student counts the 
rhythms, subdiving 
as neccessary with 
an accuracy of 85%

Student counts the 
rhythms, subdiving 
as neccessary with 
an accuracy of 95%

Student counts the 
rhythms, subdiving as 
neccessary with an 
accuracy of 100%



Solo/Chamber performance
Does Not Meet Partially Meets Meets Exceeds

Rhythm/Tempo Student performs 
piece with many 
rhythmic 
inaccuracies and 
does not maintain 
a steady tempo

Student performs 
piece with noticeable 
rhythmic inaccuracies 
and/or does not 
maintain a steady 
tempo

Student performs 
piece with a steady 
tempo and without 
significant rhythmic 
problems

Student performs piece 
with exact rhythmic 
accuracy and a steady 
tempo

Pitches Student does not 
perform accurate 
pitches throughout 
piece

Student performs 
with minor pitch 
problems in some 
areas and/or with 
little dynamic 
changes or 
noticeable 
articulation

Student performs  
pitches accurately 
with correct 
dynamics and 
articulation

Student performs 
correct pitches and 
with accurate and 
effective dynamics and 
articulation

Preparedness Student does not 
perform piece

Student starts/stops 
or has to pause for 
clarification 

Piece is performed 
memorized and/or 
appears to be well-
rehearsed

Piece is performed in a 
professional manner, 
including introductions 
of performers and 
literature

Musicality Student 
demonstrates little 
or no 
understanding of 
genre, style, etc 
and performs the 
piece without 
emotion or feeling

Student 
demonstrates some 
understanding of 
genre, style, etc 
and/or performs the 
piece without 
emotion or feeling

Student 
demonstrates 
understanding of 
genre, style, etc and 
performs the piece 
with that emotion

Student demonstrates 
understanding of 
genre, style, etc and 
performs the piece with 
that emotion.  Student 
can give their own 
interpretation or 
thoughts on the piece 



Listening and Written Reflection
Does Not Meet Partially Meets Meets Exceeds

Development 
and Details

Demonstrates little 
or no development; 
usually lacks 
details or examples 
or presents 
irrelevant 
information 

Has some 
development but 
lacks specific details: 
may have limited 
musical terminology, 
has repetitions, or 
generalizations

Has focused but 
occasionally uneven 
development; 
incorporates some 
musical terminology

Achieves coherent 
development with 
specific musical 
terminology and 
relevant details and 
examples

Organization Fails to organize 
ideas

Shows some 
evidence of an 
organizational plan

Uses an identifiable 
organizational plan

Establishes a clear and 
logical organization

Spelling and 
Punctuation

More than four 
grammatical, 
spelling, or 
punctuation errors

Three to four 
grammatical spelling, 
or punctuation errors

One or two 
grammatical, 
spelling or 
punctuation errors

No grammatical, 
spelling or punctuation 
errors



Performance Critque
Does Not Meet Partially Meets Meets Exceeds

Vocabulary Student uses no 
musical 
terminology

Student uses limited 
musical terminology

Student uses some 
musical terminology

Student uses extensive 
music terminology

Performance 
Evaluation

Student has not 
evaluated any of 
the performance

Student weakly 
supports or partially 
address the 
performance as an 
individual performer, 
an ensemble member 
and as an audience 
member

Student has 
addressed the 
performance as an 
individual performer, 
an ensemble 
member and as an 
audience member 
with adequate 
evidence to support 
evaluation

Student has addressed 
the performance as an 
individual performer, 
an ensemble member 
and as an audience 
member in an insightful 
manner

Written Student does not 
have any 
description of 
pieces and no 
structure or 
organization 

Student has an 
inadequate 
description of one 
piece and is missing 
1 -2 paragraphs from 
the essay form

Student has an 
extensive 
description of at 
least one piece and 
loosely follows a 
paragraph essay 
form that is relatively 
clear

Student has an 
impressive description 
of at least two pieces 
and follows a five 
paragraph essay form 
that is clear and easy 
to follow



Scales and Arpeggios
Does Not Meet Partially Meets Meets Exceeds

Rhythm/Tempo Student's tempo varies 
widely and rhythms are 
not correct

Student's tempo varries 
and rhythm may not 
maintain an 85% 
accuracy

Student maintains a 
steady tempo while 
playing rhythm as noted 
by Maine All State 
requirements at a 95% 
accuracy

Student maintains a 
steady tempo while 
playing rhythm as noted 
by Maine All State 
requirements at more 
than 95% accuracy

Pitch Accuracy Student does not play 
correct pitches

Student maintains 
correct pitch with 85% 
accuracy

Student maintains 
correct pitch with 95% 
accuracy

Student maintains 
correct pitch with more 
than 95% accuracy

Tone Quality Student does not 
produce a clear tone 

Student has a somewhat 
supported and clear tone

Student produces a clear 
tone through the 
majority of the piece

Student produces a clear 
and supported tone 
throughout the piece

Technique Student does not use 
correct technique when 
performing

Student performs with 
correct technique 85% of 
the time

Student performs with 
correct technique 95% of 
the time

Student performs with 
correct technique more 
than 95% of the time



Composition No. 1
Does Not Meet Partially Meets Meets Exceeds

Rhythm/Measures One note value is used 
throughout the composition 
lasting less than four 
measures.

Uses at least two note values 
in an unorganized pattern 
lasting less than eight 
measures.

Uses at least two note values 
in an organized pattern lasting 
eight measures.

Uses a variety of note values 
in a systematic pattern that 
create a warm up lasting eight 
measures.

Clef, Time 
Signature, Key

There is no clef, time 
signature or key written on the 
staff.

The clef, time signature and 
key all appear at the beginning 
of the composition but may be 
written out of order or on the 
wrong line or space.

The clef, time signature and 
key all appear at the 
beginning of the composition 
and are neatly notated and 
drawn correctly.

The student demonstrates 
understanding through use of 
“uncommon” clefs, time 
signatures and keys all 
appear at the beginning of the 
composition and are neatly 
notated and drawn correctly.

Starting and End 
Note/ Range/ 
Melodic Contour

The piece does not begin 
and/or end on the first note of 
the key. There are many skips 
in the melody and the range 
exceeds the accepted range 
of the instrument or voice.

The piece begins and/or ends 
on the first note of the key. 
There are many skips in the 
melody and the range exceeds 
the accepted range of the 
instrument or voice.

The piece begins and ends on 
the first note of the key. The 
melody is moving in a 
consistent ascending or 
descending motion and the 
range is within the accepted 
range of the instrument or 
voice.

The piece begins and ends 
on the first note of the key. 
The melody demonstrates an 
understanding of 
interdependent roles of 
melody and rhythm to create 
an effective warm-up. the 
accepted range of the 
instrument or voice.

Neatness Notes are not written clearly, 
stems are in the wrong 
direction and bar lines are not 
written neatly.

Notes are written on the line or 
in the space, the stems are not 
written correctly and the bar 
lines are not written neatly.

Notes are written clearly on 
the line or in the space, stems 
are in the correct direction, 
bars are clearly placed on the 
staff.

Notes are written clearly on 
the line or in the space, stems 
are in the correct direction, 
bars are clearly placed on the 
staff. Notes are evenly 
spaced in the measure based 
on note value.



Composition No. 2
Does Not Meet Partially Meets Meets Exceeds

Rhythm/Measures One note value is used 
throughout the composition 
lasting less than four 
measures.

Uses at least two note values 
in an unorganized pattern 
lasting less than eight 
measures.

Uses at least two note values 
in an organized pattern lasting 
eight measures.

Uses a variety of note values 
in a systematic pattern that 
create a motif lasting eight 
measures.

Clef, Time 
Signature, Key

There is no clef, time 
signature or key written on the 
staff.

The clef, time signature and 
key all appear at the beginning 
of the composition but may be 
written out of order or on the 
wrong line or space.

The clef, time signature and 
key all appear at the 
beginning of the composition 
and are neatly notated and 
drawn correctly.

The student demonstrates 
understanding through use of 
“uncommon” clefs, time 
signatures and keys all 
appear at the beginning of the 
composition and are neatly 
notated and drawn correctly.

Starting and End 
Note/ Range/ 
Melodic Contour

The piece does not begin 
and/or end on the first note of 
the key. There are many skips 
in the melody and the range 
exceeds the accepted range 
of the instrument or voice.

The piece begins and/or ends 
on the first note of the key. 
There are many skips in the 
melody and the range exceeds 
the accepted range of the 
instrument or voice.

The piece begins and ends on 
the first note of the key. The 
melody is moving in a 
consistent ascending or 
descending motion and the 
range is within the accepted 
range of the instrument or 
voice.

The piece begins and ends 
on the first note of the key. 
The melody demonstrates an 
understanding of 
interdependent roles of 
melody and rhythm to create 
an effective motif in the 
accepted range of the 
instrument or voice.

Neatness Notes are not written clearly, 
stems are in the wrong 
direction and bar lines are not 
written neatly.

Notes are written on the line or 
in the space, the stems are not 
written correctly and the bar 
lines are not written neatly.

Notes are written clearly on 
the line or in the space, stems 
are in the correct direction, 
bars are clearly placed on the 
staff.

Notes are written clearly on 
the line or in the space, stems 
are in the correct direction, 
bars are clearly placed on the 
staff. Notes are evenly 
spaced in the measure based 
on note value.



Composition No. 3 - 12 Bar Blues
Does Not Meet Partially Meets Meets Exceeds

Rhythm/Measures Less than 3 rhythmic values 
are used throughout the 
composition lasting less than 
four measures.

Uses at least three note values 
in an unorganized pattern 
lasting less than 12 measures.

Uses at least three note 
values in an organized pattern 
lasting twelve measures.

Uses a variety of note values 
in a systematic pattern that 
create a warm up lasting 
twelve measures.

Clef, Time 
Signature, Key

There is no clef, time 
signature or key written on the 
staff.

The clef, time signature and 
key all appear at the beginning 
of the composition but may be 
written out of order or on the 
wrong line or space.

The clef, time signature and 
key all appear at the 
beginning of the composition 
and are neatly notated and 
drawn correctly.

The student demonstrates 
understanding through use of 
“uncommon” clefs, time 
signatures and keys all 
appear at the beginning of the 
composition and are neatly 
notated and drawn correctly.

Blues 
Progression

The piece does not begin 
and/or end on the first note of 
the key. There are many skips 
in the melody and the range 
exceeds the accepted range 
of the instrument or voice.

The piece begins and/or ends 
on the first note of the key. 
There are many skips in the 
melody and the range exceeds 
the accepted range of the 
instrument or voice.

The piece begins and ends on 
the first note of the key. The 
melody is moving in a 
consistent ascending or 
descending motion and the 
range is within the accepted 
range of the instrument or 
voice.

The piece begins and ends 
on the first note of the key. 
The melody demonstrates an 
understanding of 
interdependent roles of 
melody and rhythm to create 
an effective warm-up. the 
accepted range of the 
instrument or voice.

Neatness Notes are not written clearly, 
stems are in the wrong 
direction and bar lines are not 
written neatly.

Notes are written on the line or 
in the space, the stems are not 
written correctly and the bar 
lines are not written neatly.

Notes are written clearly on 
the line or in the space, stems 
are in the correct direction, 
bars are clearly placed on the 
staff.

Notes are written clearly on 
the line or in the space, stems 
are in the correct direction, 
bars are clearly placed on the 
staff. Notes are evenly 
spaced in the measure based 
on note value.


